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Aggregating Fuzzy Subgroups and T -vague
Groups
D. Boixader, G. Mayor and J. Recasens
Abstract Fuzzy subgroups and T -vague groups are interesting fuzzy algebraic
structures that have been widely studied. While fuzzy subgroups fuzzify the con-
cept of crisp subgroup, T -vague groups can be identified with quotient groups of a
group by a normal fuzzy subgroup and there is a close relation between both struc-
tures and T -indistinguishability operators (fuzzy equivalence relations).
In this paper the functions that aggregate fuzzy subgroups and T -vague groups will
be studied. The functions aggregating T -indistinguishability operators have been
characterized ([9]) and the main result of this paper is that the functions aggregating
T -indistinguishability operators coincide with the ones that aggregate fuzzy sub-
groups and T -vague groups. In particular, quasi-arithmetic means and some OWA
operators aggregate them if the t-norm is continuous Archimedean.
1 Introduction
T -indistinguishability operators, also called fuzzy equivalence relations or fuzzy
equalities, fuzzify the concepts of crisp equivalence relation and crisp equality. They
appear naturally when studying fuzzy systems and have an extensive amount of
literature since its first definition by Zadeh in [18]. One important example is the
study of fuzzy algebras (see [10] for example) and the works by Demirci ([2]).
In many situations more than one T -indistinguishability operator is defined on a
system and it is necessary to aggregate them into a unique of such fuzzy relations.
There are many works dealing with this problem [12] [13] [6]. The last one is [9]
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where the aggregation operators that aggregate T -indistinguishability operators have
been completely characterized regardless of the nature of the t-norm T (continuity,
archimedianity,...). This result will be recalled and used in this work.
Fuzzy subgroups of a group (G,◦) were introduced by Rosenfeld [16] as a natural
generalization of subgroup of G and have been widely studied [11]. They are defined
as fuzzy subsets of (G,◦) satisfying some properties fuzzifying the definition of
crisp subgroup.
In the crisp case, if (G,◦) is a set with an operation ◦ : G×G→ G and ∼ is an
equivalence relation on G, then ◦ is compatible with ∼ if and only if
a∼ a′ and b∼ b′ implies a◦b∼ a′ ◦b′.
In this case, an operation ◦˜ can be defined on G = G/∼ by
a◦˜b = a◦b
where a and b are the equivalence classes of a and b with respect to ∼.
If the equivalence relation is replaced by a T -indistinguishability operator we
obtain fuzzy algebras ([10] [5] [4]). Demirci generalized this idea by introducing
the concept of vague algebra, which basically consists of a fuzzy operation on a set
G (i.e.: a mapping ◦˜ : G×G×G→ [0,1] where ◦˜(a,b,c) is interpreted as the degree
in which a ◦ b is equivalent or indistinguishable from c) compatible with a given
indistinguishability operator [2].
To every fuzzy subgroup µ of a group (G,◦) two T -indistinguishability operators
Eµ and µE can be associated, that are left and a right invariant under translations.
If the fuzzy subgroup µ is normal, then the left and right T -indistinguishability
operators Eµ and µE coincide. The operation of the group is compatible with the
T -indistinguishability operator Eµ if and only if µ is a normal fuzzy subgroup of G.
A group (G,◦) with the vague operation ◦˜(a,b,c)=E(a◦b,c) is a T -vague group
and, reciprocally, for every T -vague group of G there exists a T -indistinguishabil-
ity operator E that is invariant under translations such that ◦˜(a,b,c) = E(a ◦ b,c).
Moreover, there is a bijection between the fuzzy normal subgroups of G and the
T -vague groups of G. In particular, T -vague groups can be thought of as the fuzzy
counterparts of crisp quotient groups (if µ is the normal fuzzy subgroup associated
to the vague group (G, ◦˜), then (G, ◦˜) can be identified with G/µ).
Due to the importance of fuzzy groups and T -vague groups, it seems interest-
ing to study how can they be fused or aggregated. More concrete, finding aggre-
gation functions that aggregate them. This will be done in the present work, where
the functions aggregating them will be characterized. Due to the close relation be-
tween fuzzy subgroups, T -vague groups and T -indistinguishability operator, it is
not surprising that the aggregation functions aggregating them coincide. This is
the main result of the work. As a consequence, quasi arithmetic means and some
OWA operators aggregate fuzzy subgroups and T -vague groups if T is a continuous
Archimedean t-norm.
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2 Preliminaries
In this section, the basic definitions and properties of T -indistinguishability opera-
tors, fuzzy subgroups and T -vague groups are recalled.
T -indistinguishability operators fuzzify the concepts of crisp equivalence and
crisp equality. An overview of these operators can be found in [14].
Definition 2.1 Let T be a t-norm. A fuzzy relation E on a set X is a T -indistinguish-
ability operator if and only if for all x,y,z ∈ X
1. E(x,x) = 1 (Reflexivity)
2. E(x,y) = E(y,x) (Symmetry)
3. T (E(x,y),E(y,z))≤ E(x,z) (T -transitivity).
E separates points if and only if
c) E(x,y) = 1 implies x = y.
Fuzzy subgroups were introduced by Rosenfeld [16] by fuzzifying the definition
of crisp subgroup. The use of the minimum to model the conjunction has been gen-
eralized to any t-norm later on. The reader interested in the study of fuzzy subgroups
is referred to [11].
Definition 2.2 Let (G,◦) be a group, e its identity element and µ a fuzzy subset of
G. µ is a fuzzy subgroup of G if and only if for all x,y ∈ G
• µ(e) = 1
• T (µ(x),µ(y))≤ µ(x◦ y−1) ∀x,y ∈ X .
T -vague algebras were introduced by Demirci considering fuzzy operations com-
patible with given T -indistinguishability operators and an extensive study of vague
operations and T -vague groups can be found in [2].
Definition 2.3 A fuzzy binary operation on a set G is a map ◦˜ : G×G×G→ [0,1].
◦˜(x,y,z) is interpreted as the degree in which z is x◦ y.
Definition 2.4 Let E be a T -indistinguishability operator on G. A vague binary
operation on G is a fuzzy binary operation ◦˜ satisfying for all x,x′,y,y′ ∈ G
a) T (◦˜(x,y,z),E(x,x′),E(y,y′),E(z,z′))≤ ◦˜(x′,y′,z′).
b) T (◦˜(x,y,z), ◦˜(x,y,z′))≤ E(z,z′).
c) For all x,y ∈ G there exists a unique z ∈ G such that ◦˜(x,y,z) = 1.
N.B. The usual definition of vague binary operation does not require uniqueness
in the third property and the vague binary operations with this property are called
perfect.
Definition 2.5 Let ◦˜ be a T -vague binary operation on G with respect to a T -in-
distinguishability operator E on G. Then (G, ◦˜) is a T -vague group if and only if it
satisfies the following properties.
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1. Associativity. ∀x,y,z, t,m,q,w,∈ G
T (◦˜(y,z, t), ◦˜(x, t,m), ◦˜(x,y,q), ◦˜(q,z,w))≤ E(m,w)).
2. Identity. There exists a (two sided) identity element e ∈ G such that
T (◦˜(e,x,x), ◦˜(x,e,x)) = 1
for each a ∈ G.
3. Inverse. For each x ∈ G there exists a (two-sided) inverse element x−1 ∈ G such
that
T (◦˜(x−1,x,e), ◦˜(x,x−1,e)) = 1.
A T -vague group is Abelian or commutative if and only if
∀x,y,m,w ∈ G,T ((◦˜(x,y,m), ◦˜(y,x,w)))≤ E(m,w)).
Proposition 2.6 Let (G, ◦˜) be a T -vague group. Then (G,◦) with ◦ defined for all
x,y∈G by x◦y = z, where z is the unique element of G with ◦˜(x,y,z) = 1, is a group.
3 Relationship between Indistinguishability Operators, Fuzzy
Subgroups and Vague groups
3.1 Fuzzy Subgroups
To every fuzzy subset µ of a group (G,◦) a pair of fuzzy relations can be associated
that are indistinguishability operators if and only if µ is a fuzzy subgroup of G.
This two indistinguishability operators coincide when µ is a fuzzy normal subgroup
and there is a compatibility between it and the operation ◦ of the group. These
properties and their relation with the invariance under translations will be analyzed
in this section.
In the crisp case, given a subgroup H of a group (G,◦), the relations ∼r and ∼l
on G defined by x∼r y if and only if x◦y−1 ∈H and x∼l y if and only if y−1 ◦x ∈H
respectively are equivalence relations. The operation ◦ of G is compatible with ∼r
and ∼l if and only if H is a normal subgroup of G.
These results can be generalized to fuzzy subgroups and T -indistinguishability
operators.
Definition 3.1 Let ◦ be a binary operation on G and E a fuzzy relation on G. E is
invariant under translations with respect to ◦ if and only if
a)
E(x,y) = E(z◦ x,z◦ y) (le f t invariant)
and
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b)
E(x,y) = E(x◦ z,y◦ z) (right invariant),
∀x,y,z ∈ G.
To every fuzzy subset µ of a group (G,◦) two fuzzy relations Eµ and µE can be
assigned that are right and left invariant T -indistinguishability operators respectively
if and only if µ is a fuzzy subgroup of G.
Definition 3.2 Let µ be a fuzzy subset of (G,◦). The fuzzy relations Eµ and µE on
G defined by
Eµ(x,y) = µ(x◦ y−1) ∀x,y ∈ G
and
µE(x,y) = µ(y−1 ◦ x) ∀x,y ∈ G
are the right and left fuzzy relations associated to µ respectively.
Proposition 3.3 Let µ be a fuzzy subgroup of a group (G,◦). Then Eµ and µE are
right and left invariant T -indistinguishability operators on G respectively.
Lemma 3.4 If µ is a fuzzy subgroup of (G,◦) and e is the identity element of G,
then Eµ(x,y) = Eµ(e,x◦ y−1) and µE(x,y) =µ E(e,y◦ x−1) ∀x,y ∈ G.
Proof. Trivial.
Reciprocally, to every right (left) T -indistinguishability operator on (G,◦) a
fuzzy subgroup of G can be assigned.
Proposition 3.5 Let E be a T -indistinguishability operator on a group (G,◦) with
identity element e such that E is right invariant. Then the column µe of E (i.e., the
fuzzy subset µe of G defined by µe(x) = E(e,x) ∀x ∈G) is a fuzzy subgroup of G and
E = Eµe .
Similarly,
Proposition 3.6 Let E be a T -indistinguishability operator on a group (G,◦) with
identity element e such that E is left invariant. Then the column µe of E is a fuzzy
subgroup of G and E =µe E.
Corollary 3.7 Let (G,◦) be a group. There exist bijections between the set FSG of
fuzzy subgroups of G, the set RIG of right invariant indistinguishability operators
on G and the set LIG of left invariant indistinguishability operators on G mapping
every fuzzy subgroup µ of G into its associated T -indistinguishability operators Eµ
and µE.
The following definition fuzzifies the concept of normal subgroup.
Definition 3.8 A fuzzy subgroup µ of a group (G,◦) is called a normal fuzzy sub-
group if and only if µ(x◦ y) = µ(y◦ x) ∀x,y ∈ G.
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Proposition 3.9 Let (G,◦) be a group and µ a normal fuzzy subgroup of G. The as-
sociated T -indistinguishability operators Eµ and µE to µ coincide and are invariant
under translations.
Reciprocally,
Proposition 3.10 Let (G,◦) be a group, µ a fuzzy subgroup of G and Eµ and µE
its associated T -indistinguishability operators. If Eµ and µE are invariant under
translations, then they coincide and µ is a normal fuzzy subgroup of G.
Corollary 3.11 Let (G,◦) be a group. There is a bijection between the set of normal
fuzzy subgroups of G and the set of T -indistinguishability operators on G invariant
under translations with respect to ◦.
The following proposition links normality of a fuzzy subgroup µ with compati-
bility with respect to its associated T -indistinguishability operator Eµ .
Proposition 3.12 Let (G,◦) be a group, µ a fuzzy normal subgroup of G and Eµ its
associated T -indistinguishability operator. Then ◦ is extensional with respect to Eµ
(i.e., T (Eµ(x,x′),Eµ(y,y′))≤ Eµ(x◦ y,x′ ◦ y′)).
3.2 Vague Groups
Vague groups were introduced in [2] as structures compatible with given indistin-
guishability operators. They are also closely related to fuzzy normal subgroups [3].
The next two propositions relate normal fuzzy subgroups and indistinguishability
operators invariant under translations with vague groups.
Proposition 3.13 [3] Let (G,◦) be a group, µ a normal fuzzy subgroup of (G,◦)
and Eµ its associated T -indistinguishability operator on G. If ◦˜ : G×G×G→ [0,1]
is defined for all x,y,z ∈ G by ◦˜(x,y,z) = µ(x◦ y◦ z−1) = Eµ(x◦ y,z), then (G, ◦˜) is
a T -vague group.
Proposition 3.14 [3] Let (G, ◦˜) be a T -vague group with respect to the T -indistin-
guishability operator E. Then,
a) ◦˜(x,y,z) = E(x◦ y,z) ∀x,y,z ∈ G.
b) ◦ is extensional with respect to E.
c) E is invariant under translations with respect to ◦.
Proposition 3.15 Let (G,◦) be a group. There exist bijective maps between its T -
vague groups, its fuzzy normal subgroups and its T -indistinguishability operators
invariant under translations.
Proof. The bijections are given by
◦˜(x,y,z) = E(x◦ y,z) = µ(x◦ y◦ z−1).
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4 Aggregating Fuzzy Subgroups and Vague Groups
In [9] the functions preserving indistinguishability operators have been character-
ized by means of the so called T -triangular triplets. In this section we first recall
these results and we will use them in the next two subsections to obtain the functions
preserving fuzzy subgroups and vague groups thanks to the results of the previous
Section 3.
Definition 4.1 We say that a triplet (a,b,c) ∈ [0,∞]3 is triangular if and only if
a≤ b+ c, b≤ a+ c, c≤ a+b.
Being a,b,c ∈ [0,∞]m, m ≥ 1, we say that (a,b,c) is a (m-dimensional) triangular
triplet if (ai,bi,ci) is triangular for all i = 1, . . . ,m , where a = (a1, . . . ,am),b =
(b1, . . . ,bm),c = (c1, . . . ,cm).
Definition 4.2 Let T be a t-norm. We say that (a,b,c) ∈ [0,1]3 is T -triangular if
and only if
a≥ T (b,c), b≥ T (a,c), c≥ T (a,b).
Being a,b,c ∈ [0,1]m, m≥ 1, we say that (a,b,c) is a (m-dimensional) T -triangular
triplet if (ai,bi,ci) is T -triangular for all i = 1, . . . ,m , where a = (a1, . . . ,am),b =
(b1, . . . ,bm),c = (c1, . . . ,cm).
Proposition 4.3 Let T be a left continuous t-norm and ←→T its bi-residuation. A
triplet (a,b,c) ∈ [0,1]3 is T -triangular if and only if T (a,b)≤ c≤←→T (a,b).
Example 4.4
• A triplet is T -triangular with respect to the minimum t-norm if and only if there
exists a reordering (a,b,c) such that a = b and c≥ a.
• A triplet is T -triangular with respect to the Łukasiewicz t-norm if and only if
there exists a reordering (a,b,c) such that max(a+b−1,0)≤ c≤ 1− | a−b |.
• A triplet is T -triangular with respect to the product t-norm if and only if it is





Definition 4.5 A function F : [0,1]m → [0,1],m ≥ 1, aggregates T -indistinguish-
ability operators if for any set X and any collection of T -indistinguishability oper-
ators on X, (E1, . . . ,Em), then F(E1, . . . ,Em) is also a T -indistinguishability oper-
ators on X, where F(E1, . . . ,Em) is the fuzzy binary relation F(E1, . . . ,Em)(x,y) =
F(E1(x,y), . . . ,Em(x,y)).
The next result characterizes the functions that aggregate T -indistinguishability
operators.
Proposition 4.6 [9] A function F : [0,1]m → [0,1],m ≥ 1, aggregates T -indistin-
guishability operators if and only if the following conditions hold:
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(i) F(
m︷ ︸︸ ︷
1, . . . ,1) = 1.
(ii)F transforms m-dimensional T -triangular triplets into 1-dimensional T -triangu-
lar triplets.
Proposition 4.7 A function F : [0,1]m→ [0,1], aggregates min-indistinguishability
operators if and only if it is increasing in each variable and F(1, . . . ,1) = 1.
When T is a continuous Archimedean t-norm, a characterization of those func-
tions that aggregate T -equivalence relations can be formulated in terms of an addi-
tive generator of T as follows.
Proposition 4.8 If T is a continuous Archimedean t-norm with additive generator
g, then F : [0,1]m −→ [0,1] aggregates T -indistinguishability operators if and only
if the function G = gF(g(−1)× ...×g(−1)) transforms (ordinary) triangular triplets
of [0,∞]m (with elements in [0,g(0)]m) into (ordinary) triangle triplets of [0,∞] (with
elements in [0,g(0)]) and G(0, . . . ,0) = 0.
Example 4.9 A function F : [0,1]m → [0,1],m ≥ 1, aggregates T -indistinguish-
ability operators with T the Łukasiewicz t-norm if and only if G(a1, . . . ,am) =
1−F(max(1− a1,0), . . . ,max(1− am,0)) transforms triangular triplets of [0,∞]m
(with elements in [0,1]m) into triangle triplets of [0,∞] (with elements in [0,1]) and
G(0, . . . ,0) = 0.
Under increasingness, subadditivity (G(a+b) ≤ G(a)+G(b)) is equivalent to
the property of transforming triangular triplets into triangle triplets.
Proposition 4.10 Consider G : [0,∞]m −→ [0,∞]. Then:
(i) If G transforms triangular triplets of [0,∞]m into triangular triplets of [0,∞] then
it is subadditive.
(ii)If G is increasing and subadditive then it transforms triangular triplets of [0,∞]m
into triangular triplets of [0,∞].
Thus, from the two previous propositions, we can enunciate the following
Proposition 4.11 Let T be a continuous Archimedean t-norm with additive gener-
ator g. An increasing function F : [0,1]m→ [0,1] , with F(1, . . . ,1) = 1, aggregates
T -indistinguishability operators if and only if the function G = gFg(−1) is subaddi-
tive.
Consequences of the previous propositions are two known results concerning the
role of weighted arithmetic means and ordered weighted arithmetic means (OWA
operators) in this approach.
Proposition 4.12 Let T be a continuous Archimedean t-norm with additive genera-
tor g. Any weighted quasi-arithmetic mean F(a1, . . . ,am) = g−1(Σwig(ai)) where
(w1, . . . ,wm) are non-negative real numbers satisfying Σwi = 1 aggregates T -
indistinguishability operators.
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Proposition 4.13 Let T be a continuous Archimedean t-norm with additive genera-
tor g. An ordered weighted quasi-arithmetic mean F(a1, . . . ,am)=g−1(Σwig(a(m−i)))
where a(k) denotes the k-largest input in the list (a1, . . . ,am) aggregates T -indistin-
guishability operators if wi ≥ w j for i≤ j.
4.1 Aggregating Fuzzy Subgroups
The relationship between fuzzy subgroups and indistinguishability operators will be
used in this subsection to characterize the functions aggregating fuzzy subgroups.
Definition 4.14 A function S : [0,1]m→ [0,1],m≥ 1, aggregates T -fuzzy subgroups
if for any group (G,◦) and any collection of T -fuzzy subgroups of G, µ1, . . . ,µm,
then S(µ1, . . . ,µm) is also a T -fuzzy subgroup of G, where S(µ1, . . . ,µm) is the fuzzy
subset S(µ1, . . . ,µm)(x) = S(µ1(x), . . . ,µm(x)).
Proposition 4.15 Let (G,◦) be a group, E1,E2, ...,Em left (right) invariant T -
indistinguishability operators on G and F : [0,1]m → [0,1] a function aggregating
T -indistinguishability operators. Then F(E1,E2, ...,Em) is a left (right) invariant
T -indistinguishability operator.
Proof.
F(E1,E2, ...,Em)(z◦ x,z◦ y) = F(E1(z◦ x,z◦ y),E2(z◦ x,z◦ y), ...,Em(z◦ x,z◦ y))
= F(E1(x,y),E2(x,y), ...,Em(x,y))
= F(E1,E2, ...,Em)(x,y).
Proposition 4.16 Let (G,◦) be a group, F : [0,1]m → [0,1] a function, µ1, ...µm
fuzzy subsets of G and µ1E, ...,µm E (Eµ1 , ....,Eµm ) their respective left (right) invari-
ant fuzzy relations. Then
a) F(µ1E, ...,µm E) =F(µ1,...,µm) E
b) F(Eµ1 , ....,Eµm) = EF(µ1,...,µm).
Proof. We will prove a):
F(µ1E, ...,µm E)(x,y) = F(µ1E(x,y), ...,µm E(x,y))
= F(µ1(y−1 ◦ x), ...,µm(y−1 ◦ x))
= F(µ1, ...,µm)(y−1 ◦ x)
= F(µ1,...,µm)E(x,y).
As a corollary we obtain:
Corollary 4.17 With the same notations as in the preceding Proposition 4.16,
• if F aggregates T -indistinguishability operators and µ1, ...,µm are fuzzy sub-
groups of G, then F(µ1, ...,µm) is a fuzzy subgroup of G.
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• if F aggregates T -fuzzy subgroups and E1, ...,Em are left (right) invariant T -
indistinguishability operators, then F(E1, ...,Em) is a left (right) invariant T -
indistinguishability operator.
Corollary 4.18 If F([0,1]m → [0,1] aggregates T -indistinguishability operators,
then F aggregates T -fuzzy subgroups.
Proposition 4.19 Let F : [0,1]m → [0,1] be a function that aggregates fuzzy sub-
groups. Then F transforms m-dimensional T -triangular triplets into 1-dimensional
triplets.
Proof. Consider the group Z/(2)×Z/(2) and put e = (0,0), a = (0,1), b = (1,0),
c = (1,1).
Let a = (a1, . . . ,am),b = (b1, . . . ,bm),c = (c1, . . . ,cm) be m-dimensional T -
triplets. For every i = 1., ,m consider the fuzzy subgroup µi defined by
µi(e) = 1, µi(a) = ai, µi(b) = bi, µi(c) = ci.
Corollary 4.20 Let F : [0,1] → [0,1] be a function that aggregates left (right)
invariant T -indistinguishability operators. Then F transforms m-dimensional T -
triangular triplets into 1-dimensional triplets.
From Propositions 4.6 and 4.19 we obtain the following important result.
Proposition 4.21 A function F : [0,1]m→ [0,1],m≥ 1, aggregates fuzzy subgroups
if and only if it aggregates T -indistinguishability operators.
Proposition 4.22 A function F : [0,1]m→ [0,1],m≥ 1, aggregates fuzzy subgroups
if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) F(
m︷ ︸︸ ︷
1, . . . ,1) = 1.
(ii)F transforms m-dimensional T -triangular triplets into 1-dimensional T -triangu-
lar triplets.
4.2 Aggregating Vague Groups
In this subsection we will obtain results on the aggregation of T -vague groups sim-
ilar to the ones in the previous subsection.
Definition 4.23 A function V : [0,1]m→ [0,1],m≥ 1, aggregates T -vague groups if
for any group (G,◦) and any collection of T -vague groups of G, (G, ◦˜1), . . . ,(G, ◦˜m),
then V((G, ◦˜1), . . . ,(G, ◦˜m)) is also a T -vague group G, where V((G, ◦˜1), . . . ,(G, ◦˜m))
is the T -vague group of G with the vague operation defined for all x,y,z ∈ G by
V (◦˜1, . . . , ◦˜m)(x,y,z) =V (◦˜1(x,y,z), . . . , ◦˜m(x,y,z)).
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Proposition 4.24 Let (G,◦) be a group, (G, ◦˜1), . . . ,(G, ◦˜m) T -vague groups of G,
E1, ...,Em their respective associated T-indistinguishability operators (i.e., ◦˜i(x,y,z)=
Ei(x◦ y,z) for i = 1, ...,m) and F : [0,1]m→ [0,1] a function. Then
F(E1, ...,Em) = EF((G,◦˜1),...,(G,◦˜m)).
Corollary 4.25 With the same notations as in the preceding Proposition 4.24,
• if F aggregates T -indistinguishability operators and (G, ◦˜1), . . . ,(G, ◦˜m) are T -
vague groups of G, then F((G, ◦˜1), . . . ,(G, ◦˜m)) is a T -vague group of G.
• if F aggregates T -vague groups E1, ...,Em are invariant T -indistinguishability
operators, then F(E1, ...,Em) is an invariant T -indistinguishability operator.
Similarly to fuzzy subgroups we obtain the following important result.
Proposition 4.26 A function F : [0,1]m→ [0,1],m≥ 1, aggregates T -indistinguish-
ability operators if and only if it aggregates T -vague groups.
Proposition 4.27 A function F : [0,1]m→ [0,1],m≥ 1, aggregates T -vague groups
if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) F(
m︷ ︸︸ ︷
1, . . . ,1) = 1.
(ii)F transforms m-dimensional T -triangular triplets into 1-dimensional T -triangu-
lar triplets.
5 Concluding Remarks
In this work we have dealt with the problem of aggregating fuzzy subgroups
and T -vague groups. Thanks to the close relation between these objects and T -
indistinguishability operators, it results that the functions that aggregate them are
the functions preserving T -triplets. In other words, the functions preserving T -
indistinguishability operators, fuzzy subgroups and T -vague groups coincide. In-
teresting examples of these functions are
• The t-norm
• The minimum
• If the t-norm T is continuous Archimedean and g and additive of T , then
– The weighted quasi-arithmetic means mg generated by g
– The ordered quasi-arithmetic means generated by g with decreasing weights.
We have studied the aggregation of fuzzy subgroups and T -vague groups from
a functional point of view. Nevertheless, there are other ways to fusion or aggre-
gate them that are not functional. Given a collection of T -indistinguishability op-
erators, fuzzy subgroups or T -vague groups, a very natural way to aggregate them
is calculating the transitive closure of their union, which is not a functional proce-
dure. We have pointed out in this paper that there are a bijections between the sets
of left and of right invariant T indistinguishability operators and the set of fuzzy
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subgroups, and the set of T -vague groups, normal fuzzy subgroups and invari-
ant T -indistinguishability operators. In fact these sets are isomorphic lattices [15]
and the bijections preserve transitive closures (if E1, ...,Em are the left (right) T -
indistinguishability operators associated to the fuzzy subgroups µ1, ...,µm respec-
tively and E is the transitive closure of E1 ∪ ...∪Em, then E is the left (right) T -
indistinguishability operator associated to the transitive closure of µ1∪ ...∪µm and
similarly with T -vague groups).
As an interesting consequence of the results of this work, crisp equivalence rela-
tions subgroups and quotient groups can be aggregated obtaining fuzzy objects.
Example 5.1 Let T a continuous Archimedean t-norm with additive generator g.
Then the weighted quasi-arithmetic means with generator g of crisp equivalence
relations on a set X are T -indistinguishability operators on X.
Example 5.2 Let (6) and (10) be the subgroups of (Z,+) of multiples of 6 and
10, respectively, t(x) = 1− x an additive generator of the Łukasiewicz t-norm and
p,q≥ 0 with p+q = 1. Then mp,qt ((6),(10)) = p(6)+q(10) is the fuzzy subgroup
(p(6)+q(10))(x)=

1 if x is a multiple of the least common divisor lcd(6,10) =30
p if x is a multiple of 6 and not a multiple of 10
q if x is a multiple of 10 and not a multiple of 6
0 if x is neither a multiple of 6 nor a multiple of 10.
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